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BANGLADESH STANDARD SPECIFICATION 

FOR 

HURRICANE LANTERNS 

0. FOREWORD

BOS 835 : 1976 

0.1 This Bangladesh Standard was adopted by the Bangladesh Standards Institution 

afte.r the draft prepared and finalized by the Sectional Committee for Petroleum 
Equipment had been approved by the Mechanical Engineering Divisional Council 
on November 1976. 

0.2 This Standard has been prepared and finalized after taking into consideration 

the views and suggestions put forward by representative section of technologists, 
manufacturers and utilizing agencies. 

0.3 Keeping in view the export potentialities due weightage has been given to 
the international co-ordination among the standards and practices prevailing in 
different countries of the world. Thus other national standards such as IS 1238-

1969 and BS : 2049 part-2 : 1955 have been consulted. The assistance thus derived 

from those standards and views obtained from experts and technologists etc., are 
hereby acknowledged with thanks. 

0.4 Any foreign standard referred in this Bangladesh Standard Specification will 
be withdrawn as soon as relevant Bangladesh Standards Specification come 
into being. 

0.5 This Standard is intended chiefly to cover the technical prov1s1ons relating 
to the supply of the material and it does not include all the necessary provi
sions of a contract. 

0.6 This standard is subject to periodical review in order to keep pace with 
continued innovation in industry, Any suggestions for improvement will be recorded 
and placed before the revising committee in due course. 

0.7 Due to the very nature of the use of the hurricane lantern, some components 
have to be replaced frequently. It is essential that the different components 

made by the different manufacturers should be interchangeable. But the burner 
and its dome are usually a combination and the dimensions, therefore, have been 
so specified as to facilitate the demand of the combination as an interchngeable 
unit. 

0.8 The requirements in regard to materials have been of acceptable grades, but 
the use of other materials having characteristics equivalent or better is not prec
luded, subject to an agreement between the purchaser and the supplier. 
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0.9 This standard covers both painted as well as tinned hurricane lanterns of 
two sizes. It is, therefore, recommended that the purchaser should clearly indicate 
in his enquiry or order the finish the size of the lantern required. 

0.10 Unless otherwise required by the purchaser, hurricane lanterns comforming 
to this standard shall be supplied complete with glass globes (see IS: 1116-1957*) 
and flat cotton wicks (see IS : 1740-196QU ) 

0.11 For the purpose of deciding whether a particular requirement of this 
standard is complied with, the final value. observed or calculated, expressing the 
result of a test, shall be rounded off in accordance with BDS-103: 1960+. The 
number of significant places retained in the rounded off value should be the same 
as that of the specified value in this standard. 

I, SCOPE 

1.1 This Bangladesh Standard cavers the requirements for cold blast, stormproof 
hurricane lantern complete with globe and wick, burning kerosine from the wick 
at atmospheric pressure. 

2. TERMINOLOGY

2.1 Hurricane lantern : A stormproof lantern burning kerosine at atmospheric pre
ssure from a wick. It is intended primarily for use outdoors. There are two 
types of lanterns, hot blast and cold blast, The hot blast lantern has the com
b us ti on air heated ; the cold blast lantern has not. 
2.2 Efficiency : The efficiency of a lighting appliance is defined as the ratio of 
its mean horizontal candlepower expressed in candelas to the amount of kerosine 
burned in grammes per hour to achieve this candlepower. 

3. REQUIREMENT

3.1 Name of Parts (Nomenclature) 

3. I. I For the purpose of this standard, the names of different parts of the hurri•
cane lantern sh al I be as indicated in fig I to 6.

3.2 Sizes, Design and Constructions. 

3.2. I Sizes : The lanterns shall be of two sizes. The overall height of the glass 
globe (see IS: 1116 .. 1957*) and the width and the length of the wick (see IS: 
17 40-1960**) for the two sizes of lanterns shall be as follows ; 

*Specification for glass globes for hurricane lantern.

**Specifkation for flat cotton wicks for hurricane lantern and lamps.

+Rules for rounding off numerical values.

( 4) 
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Size Overall Height of Glass Globe Width of Wick Length of Wick 

mm (in) mm (in) mm (in) 
I 86 (3.38/') 12 \0.47'') 150 (5.91/') 
2 140 (5.51"') 15 (0.59'') 150 (5.91 '') 

3.2.2 Design : The two sizes of lanterns shall conform generally to the designs 
given in Fig. I and 2 (see also 3.2.4 ( d). The smoke funnel may be of two or 
three-piece construction as shown in Fig. 3A, 3 B and 3C. The dimensions for the 
faucet of dome and burner of lanterns of sizes I and 2 may be as indicated in Fig. 5 
and 6 respectively. 

3.2.3 Construction 

aJ The arms of the lanterns shall be fixed in such a manner that the plane 
passing through their centre lines is square with the bottom of the fuel 
container through its axis when examined visually. 

b) The flanging of the arms at both ends shall be not less than 3mm
(0. 12"). The joints between the arms and fuel container and between
the arms and the hood shall be soldered (or spot welded and soldered)
after dip-tinning, and in the case of painted lanterns, before painting.

c) The burner, the faucet and the dome shall be
centrally situated. The slot in the dome shall
burner sleeve.

3.2.4 Workmanship. 

properly aligned and 
be coaxial with the 

a) The lanterns shal I be so designed and constructed as to give adequate

protection to the globe and shall pass the performance and safety tests
given in sub-clause 3.5

b) The different parts of the lanterns shall be well-finished ; they shall be
free from defects due to unsatisfactory workmanship, such as cracks,
burrs, splits, badly made or ill-fitting joints, Sheet metal pressed parts
shall be well-formed and well-shaped. The removable components shall
be so designed as to facilitate correct assembly.

c) The burner shall be so constructed that the risk of the flame flashing
back into the fuel container is minimized and so arranged that fuel
cannot splash on to the flame in normal use.

d) The wire guard shall hold the globe firmly and may be either of the
interlock type or of the non-interlock type, in accordance with manufac
turing practice or as may be specified by the purchaser.

( 5 ) 
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3.2.5 Fuel Container 

a) The bottom rim of th,;i fuel container shall have a double lock joint
(see Fig. 4). All joints and seams shall be sound and firmly made. All
other joints, except the bottom rim, shall be thoroughly sweated with
solder so that they are leak-proof. The fuel container shall pass the
air pressure test specified in sub•clause 3 .5.6.

b) The capacity of the fuel container for lanterns of sizes I and 2 shall be
250 and 320 ml (8.5 Oz and 11 Oz) respectively. It shall be measured
when the fuel container is so full that no more fuel can be added when
lant�rn is standing on a level surface.

3.2.6 Burner Sleeve : The burner sleeve shall have parallel sides and shall be 
sufficientlyi strong to avoid harmful distortion in normal use. The joint in the 
burner sleeve shall be situated centrally between the burner gears. The sleeve 
shall be soldered at its bottom joint with the burner body, It shall be so moun
ted that objectionable fuel leakage in service is prevented. The sleeve shall be 
vertical when the burner sits squarely in the fuel container. 

3.2.7 Wick Winder 

a) In the wick winding mechanism, the burner gears shall be symmetrical
and shall be tightly fitted to the winder to avoid play between the
winder and the gears. The teeth of the gears shall not be so sharp
as to damage the wick. The winder and the gears shall be coaxial. The
winder shall be so fitted that the gaps between the side of the sleeve and
the gears shall be equal, thus ensuring proper movement of the wick.

b) The mechanism shall give an even adjustment of the wick and shall be
so mounted that fuel leakage in service is prevented. It shall be so
positioned and constructed as to be readily accessible when the lantern
is in operation.

3.2.8 Oil Filler and Oil Cap : The Joint between the oil filler and the fuel con
tainer shall be soldered. The oil cap when screwed into the oil filler shall fit 
snugly. Both may have a knuckle thread having the following nominal dimensions : 

Size Major Dia Pitch 
mm (in) mm (in) 

I 20.6 (0.814/") 1.81 (0.714"') 
2 25.4 (I") 1.81 (0.714") 

( 6 } 
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The oil cap shall be provided with a hook as shown in Fig, 4. 

3.2.9 Lifting Lever-The lever when pressed shall operate easily and shall lift 
and lower the globe base uniformly without fouling against the burner dome. The 
\e'ler, when c\e?ressed, sha\\ g,'le an adequate S?ac.e under the g\obe base ?\at.e 
for \\ght\ng the \antem. 1'he \e'ler sha\\ be c.a?a.b\e of being \ocked \n· \ts 
bracket. 

3.2. IO Burner and Dome-The burner shall fit snugly and squarely on the fuel 

container and the burner dome shall fit ti_ghtly on it. The burner and dome 
combination of the same size of lanterns shall be interchangeable. The mating 

parts of the burner and the dome shall be so designed anCI ,11ade as to ensure 

satisfactory service. The globe base plate shall be separate f,-om the dome. 

3.2.11 Smoke Funnel-The top plate shall be so fixed to the funnel as to ensure 

a strong joint (see Fig. 3A. 38 and 3C). The assembly of the smoke funnel 

shall be liuch that its up and down movement is smooth and central without 
any deviation. 

3.2.12 Carrying Handle: The carrying handle shall move in the eyelets free 

and smooth, and its leng�h shall be such that the lantern withstands the test 

specified in 3.5.9. 

3.3 Materials 

3.3.1 The different components of hurricane lanterns may be made from materials 

conforming to the following requirements (see also 0.8). These are given as a 

guide to the designer. (see page 8). 

( 7)
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3.4 FINISH 

3.4. I Tinned Lanterns � These shal I be tinned by hot-dip process. The tin coa
ating on all parts of the lanterns, except the burner and the arms, shall be not 

less than 70 g/m2 (0.23 oz/ft2), counting botn sides ; and for the burner and the 
arm, it shall be not less than 52g/m2, (0.17 oz/ft2), counting both sides. The 
coating shall be non-brittle, generally smooth, even and free from blisters, black 
spots, accumulations, flux inclusions and acid stains. 

3.4.2 Painted Lanterns• These shall have their exterior surfaces finbhed in alu-
Q 

rninium paint (conforming to BOS: 399-1964#), stove enamel (co�forming to IS: 
150-1950 OD or (IS: 151-1950##) or air drying enamel (conforming to IS: 2932·
1964 $ and IS: 2933-1964 $$ of the specified shade and suitably stoved or air dried

as the case may be. The resulting finish shall be hard and shall not readily
chip, flake, develop cracks or lose its lustre, when the lanterns are lighted and
kept in that condition for 8 hours. The interior joints of the fuel container , up

to inner bowl, shall first be coated with a rich mixture of tin and lead and then
the entire interior of the fuel container coated with a petrol resisting paint (con

forming to IS: 144-1950*** or ISg 145-,950\l '\/'\1
1 for air drying paint and IS:

146-19.Q><Xx or IS: 147-1950000 for stoving paint).

3.5 PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY TESTS 

3.5.1 Feul for performance Tests : The kerosine to be used in conducting 
performance tests mentioned below shall conform to Grade SK of IS � 1459-1968###. 

#Specification for alurn!nium paint spraying for general Purposes, in dual container-

OOSpecifkation for ready mixed paint, brushing, finishing, stoving, enamel, colour �s required. 

##Specification for ready mixed paint, spraying, finishing, stoving, enamel, for general purposes, 
colour as required. 

$ Specification for enamel, synthetic, exterior, type l, (a) undercoating, (b) finishing colour aa required. 

$$ Specification for enamel, exterior type 2, (a) undercoating, (b) finishing colour as required. 

*** Specification for ready mixed paint' brushing, petrol resisting, air-drying, for interior painting of 
tanks and containers, red oxide. 

v v' '\/Specification for ready mixed paint, slushing, petrol resisting, air-drying, for interior painting of 
tanks and containers, red oxide. 

XXX Specification for ready mixed paint, brushing, petrol resisting, stoving, for interior painting of 
tanks and containers, red oxide. 

000 Specification for ready mixed paint, slushing petrol resisting, stoving, foa interior painting of 
tanks and containers, red oxide 

###Specification for kerosines (first revision). 

( 10)
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(b) The lantern shall withstand being swung with a pendulum motiont when
suspended on a rod by its hand le, through an angle of 45° to each side of the 
vertical plane without the flame impinging of the globe, the flame being adjusted 

to its maximum height without smoking. 

( c) The lantern shall function when exposed to a wind of velocity not less

than 70 km/h (43 m.p .. h) for a period of one minute. 

(d) The lantern shall continue to function satisfactorily when subjected to
the rain test specified in Appendix-0. 

3.5.9 Test for Length of Carrying Handle : A piece of black card, I 00 x 50 mm 
( 4'' x 2") shall be held horizor?tall y in still air, 25 mm (I") below the top of the 

handle when lantern is burning, until! a reasonably steady temperature is attained. 
The card shall not attain a temperature exceeding 66 °C. 

3.5. lO Stability: The lantern, both when full and when empty, shall becapable 
of being tipped to an angle of 25° from the vertical in any direction and shall 
not overturn when released. 

3.5.11 Safety: The burner shall be so constructed that the risk of the flame 
flashing back into the fuel container is minimized and so arranged that fuel cannot 
splash on to the flame in normal use. 

The lantern shall not catch fire when it is burned continuously for a period 
of twelve hours ( or until the fuel is consumed, whichever, is the shorter period) 

at any height below its normal full flame height. 

4. MARKING

4.1 The name or trade-mark of the manufacturer and the country of origin shall 
be legibly and indelibly marked on the fuel container and interchangeable parts. 
The batch number may be marked on the fuel container. 

4.1.1 The lanterns may also be marked with the BDSI Certification Mark. 

Note : The use of the BDSI Certification Mark is governed by the provisions of the Bangladesh Standards 
Institution (Certification Marks) Ordinance and the Rules and Regulations made thereunder, Details of 
conditions, under whith a licence for the use of the BDSI Certification Mark may be granted to manu
facturers or processors, may be obtained from the Bangladesh Standards Institution. 

5. PACKING

5.1 Each lantern shall be put in a craft paper bag. 
The lanterns shall then be packed in wooden boxes made of planks at least 13 mm 

thick and reasonably dry and suitably hooped or wired. The boxes shall be lined 

( 12)
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inside with tar paper and with wood shavings or paper cuttings. The number of lan
terns to be packed in each box shall be according to the following : 

a) For use in the country : Each box shall contain either two dozen lan
terns of size I or one dozen lanterns of size 2. Or any such number

as agreed between the supplier and buyer.

b) For Export : Each box shall contain two dozen lanterns of either size.

6. SAMPLING

6.1 For the purpose of sampling, the consignment shall be subdivided into lots 

of 300 lanterns or part thereof. The lanterns constituting any one !ot shall be 

of one size and belonging to one batch of manufacture. 

6.2 Five boxes shall be selected at random from each lot for drawing lanterns 
for test. Frcm each box selected, one lantern shall be chosen to form the 

test sample. 

6.3 .A.II the samples shall be tested for the requi rerr;ents of sizes, design and 
construction given in sub-clause 3.2 and of finish given in 3.4. If the test samples 

satisfy the requirements given in 7.1 then three samples shall be selected from 

them for test on performance and safety requirements given in 3.5 

7. CRITERION FOR ACCEPTANCE

7.1 A lot shall be considered as conforming to the requirements of design, cons

truction, dimensions, and finish, if the total number of the defects observed in the 
samples is not more than five, subject to the defects of any one particular type 

not occuring rnore than twice. 

7.2 A lot shall be considered to have satisfied the performance and safety tests 

given in 3.5, if not more than one defect of any one type is observed in 

the three samples tested. 

APPENDIX-A 

(Clause 3.5.2) 

METHOD FOR MEASUREMENT OF MEAN HORIZONTAL LUMINOUS INTENSITY 

A-1. GENERAL

A-I. I The lantern shall be tested with its fuel container containing approximately

75 percent of the amount of fuel which it would hold when full. By 'full' is
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45 m.p.h. (72 km/h) and in which a rain storm can be simulated. 

The wind velocity is not constant in the whole of the plane referred to, 
but the maximum of 72 km (45 m.p.h.) will be found slightly outside that area 
of the plane which is defined by the rectangular outlet opening of the apparatus. 

The wind velocity can easily be determined by measuring the static head 
produced by the wind and is approximately indicated by the formula:-

Wind speed in feet per second= 66,vstatic pressure (in w.g.) 

A wind speed of 72 km/h ( 45 m.p.h) corresponds to a static head of I in w.g. 

The impeller is a 9-bladed 45 cm (18 in.) diameter fan with a blade angle 
of 25° and runs at a speed of 285° r.p.m. For the simulation of a · rain storm, 
water is introduced through the pipe A at the rate of 300 ml/min (10 oz/min). 

D-3. METHOD OF TEST

(a) Windproofness : The lantern shall be placed at that point which gives
the maximum wind velocity in a plane 92.70 cm (3ft. 6 in.) from and parallel
to the plane of the rectangular outlet orifice of the apparatus. The
lamp shall be kept upright and an attempt shall be made to place it to such a
position that it will function satisfactorily for one minute when left in the
position, while not less than 70 km/h (43 m.p,h.) wind velocity is mainta ined.

This test shall be carried out both with and without water being introduced
into the apparatus as for the test described in paragraph (b ).

(b) Test for suitability of glass : Water shall be introduced into the air
stream at a point shown in Fig. 7 at a rate of 300 c.c./min. The lantern
shall be run at its maximum output for 30 minutes and the gfass shall
not crack when the lantern is placed suddenly in any position in the
plane defined in paragraph (a) above.

( 16)














